Marposs Unveils New Retoolable Manual Bench for Gear Inspection

Marposs Corp. will introduce its new M62 OBD (over ball diameter) retoolable manual bench measuring system for checking gear shafts at Gear Expo 2005.

According to the company’s press release, the M62 OBD bench is designed to permit quick changeover to measure gears in a shop floor environment. With this bench, the part floats freely on a mechanical reference surface and can be checked in different longitudinal sections by means of simple mechanical adjustment.

In addition, the company will show its M62 DF double flank measuring system, which is designed for dynamic inspection of gears with automatic part rotation.

Gary Sicheneder, new market development manager at Marposs, says, “The M62 DF gage has one basic advantage, and that is the existence of an electronic bore gage that definitely does a better job in identifying the exact center of the gear bore. This is standard technology for Marposs. Most competitive DF [double flank] gages are supplied with expanding mandrels/arbors.”

The company has added gimbal mechanics to evaluate the typical double-flank functional parameters (Fi", fi", Fr" Aa", Nick), lead angle, lead variation and taper.

Gear inspection systems will be displayed with different electronic units, including the £9066 industrial PC and an E4N electronic column, featuring the company’s Quick SPC program with gear add-on software.

Also new is the M1 Star EBG electronic bore gage, with features like a 3–300 mm diameter measuring range, a frictionless and wear-free integrated transducer and IP67 protection against water and coolant.

New Hob Sharpener from Star Cutter

The new PTG-1 from Star Cutter Co. is a hob sharpener featuring NUM axial CNC control with digital servo motors, NUMROTO plus software, integrated automatic part probing, grinding wheel probing, and on-board wheel dressing.

According to the company’s press release, the PTG sharpens straight and spiral gash hobs, through-hole and shank type, up to 8” in diameter and 10” in length. The single-end, direct-drive grinding spindle has a 15 hp rating with maximum grinding wheel capabilities up to 8”.

Additionally, the hob sharpener is equipped with a quick-change HSK wheel pack mounting, a planetary roller head stock with a glass scale feedback and glass scales on all linear axes. The PTG-1 can also perform quick-change HSK headstock tooling for hobs, including through-hole and shank type; shaper cutters; end-milling cutters; and drills.

Coolant filtration, a delivery system and mist collection are featured as well.

Workpiece specifications for straight gash and spiral hobs with automatic part probing reach 8” by 10”. Dish and helical shaper cutter specifications are 8” in diameter.

Visit Star Cutter at Gear Expo booth #370.

For more information:
Star SU LLC
5200 Prairie Stone Pkwy., Suite 100
Hoffman Estates, IL 60192
Phone: (847) 649-1450
Fax: (847) 649-0112
E-mail: sales@star-su.com
Internet: www.star-su.com
“With a .5 micron guaranteed repeatability, we are confident this will be the best electronic bore gage available on the market,” says Sicheneder.

Other Gear Expo products include the M1 Star MBG (mechanical bore gage) that was launched in July ’04, a line of Go/No-Go gages for gear checking, the Quick Set modular bench gage for shaft type parts, new DigiCrown digital pencil probes and other manual gages and Mida spindle touch probes and laser tool setters.

Visit Marposs at Gear Expo booth #543.

For more information:
Marposs Corp.
3300 Cross Creek Pkwy.
Auburn Hills, MI 48326
Phone: (248) 370-0404
Fax: (248) 370-0621
E-mail: marposs@us.marposs.com
Internet: www.marposs.com

Manufacturers of Precision Gear Cutting Tools
• shaper cutters
• shaving cutters
• master gears
• chamfering & deburring tools
• spline gauges

Looking for a business partner in gear tooling?
premium quality / short deliveries
competitive pricing / technical expertise

TSA America LLC
6888 Hawthorn Park Dr
Indianapolis, IN 46220
Tel 317 915 1950
Fax 317 576 9618
www.tsageartools.com
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New Gear Oils from Shell Lubricants

The Shell Omala, Omala HD and Tivela S gear oils from Shell Lubricants that will be introduced at Gear Expo are specially designed to prolong gear life and reduce unscheduled downtime.

The Shell Omala is a mineral-based gear oil suitable for highly loaded gearboxes operating under normal temperatures. Additional features include improved water separation properties that are critical in wet environments such as mining and steel and paper mills.

The Omala HD is a high performance synthetic oil based on poly-alpha-olefin (PAO) and other specially selected additives. Improved thermal and oxidative stability minimize sludge formation, and increased viscosity helps increase oil life and reduce maintenance costs, while its anti-wear performance offers longer gearbox life in steel-on-steel applications. This oil aims to provide low friction properties, reduce power losses and lower operating temperatures.

The Shell Tivela S is a high performance synthetic gear fluid based on polyalkelene-glycol (PAG) technology and specially selected additives designed for use in enclosed, sealed-for-life and worm-helical gear units operating at higher temperatures. In addition, the gear oil has a low friction coefficient, which leads to reduced power losses and lower energy consumption when compared to mineral oils. This thermal and oxidative stability inhibits sludge formation and viscosity variations for longer service life and reduced maintenance requirements.

Visit Shell Lubricants at Gear Expo booth #703.

For more information:
Shell Lubricants
700 Milam St.
Houston, TX 77002
Phone: (713) 546-4560
Fax: (713) 546-6675
Internet: www.shellus.com
Arrow Gear has introduced a line of curvic couplings for aircraft engines, helicopters and high precision commercial systems.

According to the company’s press release, Arrow previously focused on producing high precision gearing products, including spiral bevels, spurs, helicals and complete gearboxes.

“Arrow has had the capability of cutting curvic couplings for the past several years,” says Joe Arvin, president of Arrow Gear. “However, recent additions of specialized software and machine tools have allowed us to perform precision grinding on these products. We feel the investment of over a million dollars will translate into a significant volume of curvic coupling work for both new and existing customers,” he says.

Arrow has a Gleason Phoenix 600 on order and scheduled for delivery in the first quarter of 2006. The new Phoenix was ordered with capabilities for curvic couplings as the main requirement and will also be used for production of ground tooth spiral bevel gears.

James J. Cervinka, co-founder of Arrow Gear and chairman of the board, says this commitment to reinvestment in the company is a long-standing Arrow Gear philosophy: “This is another example of our dedication to servicing our customers and investing in the latest manufacturing technologies, which keeps us at the forefront of the competitive market.”
New Single Stroke Honing Tooling from Sunnen

The new High Performance Single Stroke Honing (HPH) Tools from Sunnen Products Co. offer fast stock removal, consistent bore geometry and can economically optimize high production applications.

The plated-diamond HPH tools are manufactured with high strength steel as opposed to the typical cast iron. In addition, all tools incorporate an expandable, superabrasive sleeve mounted on a tapered mandrel for precision bore sizing and finishing. The tools are designed so that after the final pass, the bore is accurately sized, straight and round with the desired surface texture. Water- or oil-based coolants are both acceptable for use.

The honing tools perform best on bore diameters ranging from 6.325–25.057 mm. They are compatible with Sunnen’s VSS Single Stroke System as well as models from other manufacturers.

The SV-10 Automatic Cylinder Hone will also be displayed at the company’s booth. This machine has a patented, full-bore profile display illustrating a real-time visualization of the bore’s geometry and includes a zoom feature. Operators can dwell the honing tool anywhere throughout the bore. A dwell taper can be moved to the position where the bore is visually

---

Reishauer Corporation

1525 Holmes Avenue
Elgin, IL 60123

Phone 847-888-3828
Fax 847-888-0343
www.reishauer.com

See the NEW RZ150 in action at GEAREXPO 2005 Booth 670
smaller to the correct taper.

With two motors, one for the spindle and one for the strokes, the hone can run with standard tools as well as with Sunnen’s DH Series diamond hone head. The DH Series diamond hone is usually used with round cylindrical bores.

A mechanical stroke guarantees precision surface finish with consistent crosshatch angle in each cylinder regardless of the tool used.

Variable spindle rpm and stroke speed allow an infinitely variable crosshatch angle bore diameter and cylinder length combination for low-tension piston rings.

Visit Sunnen at Gear Expo Booth #302.

For more information:
Sunnen Products
7301 Manchester Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63143
Phone: (314) 781-2100
Internet: www.sunnen.com

Features include the ability to change gears in five minutes and run another gear.

ITW will also show its standard 3500 gear analyzer for process inspection applications at the expo.

Visit ITW Heartland at Gear Expo Booth #272.

For more information, contact:
ITW Heartland Gears
1104 Highway 27 West, Unit 4
Alexandria, MN 56308
Phone: (320) 762-8782
Fax: (320) 762-5260
E-mail: itwgears@itwgears.com
Website: www.itwgears.com

ITW’s New Burnisher

A new semi-automatic quick change-over burnishing machine from ITW Heartland Gears will debut at the company’s booth at Gear Expo.

According to Jim Pospisil, general manager at ITW, the new machine is designed for Tier I suppliers and smaller gear shops.

“We normally do high volume work. For a while, we’ve been looking at offering equipment that might fit smaller manufacturers. This should work for lower volume producers with a variety of gears to burnish,” he says.

Features include the ability to change gears in five minutes and run another gear.

ITW will also show its standard 3500 gear analyzer for process inspection applications at the expo.

Visit ITW Heartland at Gear Expo Booth #272.

For more information, contact:
ITW Heartland Gears
1104 Highway 27 West, Unit 4
Alexandria, MN 56308
Phone: (320) 762-8782
Fax: (320) 762-5260
E-mail: itwgears@itwgears.com
Website: www.itwgears.com

Rotek Incorporated offers a wide selection of seamless rolled rings in aluminum grades, and in carbon, stainless and alloy steels. All are certified, all are traceable. Rings can be produced in diameters from 18 inches to 160 inches, heights to 20 inches and weights to 8,000 pounds. Available profile configurations range from simple rectangular cross sections to complex shapes, including llanges, grooves and tapers.

At Rotek, we have one purpose in mind: to produce high-quality rings designed for optimal performance in a specific application. We achieve this goal through three basic principles:

Employ our metallurgical and engineering expertise gained in over forty years of design for rolled rings for slewing ring bearings.

Provide a superior production process by maintaining a manufacturing facility that utilizes state-of-the-art equipment and processes.

Provide complete heat treating and machining capabilities to supply rings in the stage of completion that meets our customers’ needs.

For more information on how Rotek can meet your rolled ring requirements contact:

Rotek Incorporated
A ThyssenKrupp Technologies company
1400 South Chillicothe Road • Aurora, Ohio 44202 • 1-800-221-8043
Visit us at www.rotek-inc.com
Inductoheat & Radyne provide solutions for all your gear hardening applications.

Heat treat a wide range of gears and sprockets of all shapes and sizes to different hardness profiles using single, dual, simultaneous dual pulse or variable frequency for:
• Profile hardening of gear teeth
• Through hardening of gear teeth
• Tooth-by-tooth hardening

Our variable frequency power supplies allow you to select the ideal frequency for a given coil diameter and gear geometry without going inside the cabinet to change electrical components. Once a desired frequency is selected, the power supply automatically tunes to that frequency.

Gear heating equipment can be configured to meet your application needs:
• Clamp-transfer
• Pick & Place
• Lift/Rotate
• Rotary Index
• Vertical Scanner
• Robot Load/Unload

For over 40 years customers have used our in-house R&D resources to successfully develop gear heat treating solutions. With over 6,500 square feet, an extensive amount of specialized equipment, metallurgists and other qualified personnel, our laboratory is ready for your next project.

For more information, call 800-624-6297 or visit www.inductoheat.com or www.radyne.com
“Most of the people we talk to are extremely busy. Business is good, and they’re looking forward to the show.”

—Kurt Medert, AGMA VP, business management division
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New Technology Broaching Seminar • Oct. 11th, 2005 Dearborn, Michigan • 9am-3pm Lunch Provided
Make Broached Parts, Faster, Better, and at a Lower Cost per Part with Reliable Automated Process and Tooling innovation

Innovative Broaching Processes

- Lowering the cost of broaching through innovation & technology
- Improving part quality characteristics
- Better broaching systems & cell integration
- Better broaching tools through improved msg & design
- Innovative designing processes
- The importance of CNC msg
- New coatings & surface treatment
- Improvements in tool steel & heat treating process are extending tool life
- CNC gear inspection, processes, practices, and procedure
- Water soluble solutions in broaching

The Long Life broaching process provides a range of benefits

- Significantly increased life time for your broach tools
- Improved tolerances and surface quality of your broached parts
- Optimal vibration conditions for the broaching tool
- No pits – no stands – direct floor mounting
- Higher quality than thought possible in the broaching process
- Eliminate runout, concentricity issues, and lead error problems
- Lower cost per part broached, with less capital investment

Attend a seminar or schedule a plant visit by our sales team

Seminar directions & registration → www.broachman.com

Seminar sponsored by Stenhøj Hydraulik, Berghaus Broach Tool, & Broachman in cooperation with Process Equipment Company, Triple E Mfg, Parma Broach, Bohler Uddeholm Specialty Metals, Cole-Star Coatings, OnLine Services Inc, and Katesm Europe. For more information call Ken Nemec @ 231-768-5860. There is no fee for this seminar, all are invited.

Also visit us at the coming EMO show in Hannover 14-21, September 2005 for broaching talk

North American Sales and Service by BROACHMAN
Phone 231-768-5860 . Cell 231-388-1402 . Fax 231-768-4381 . Mail ken@broachman.com
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GearTec

New Solutions in Gear Metrology...

WGT350 or 500

Fast and intelligent gear measurement
Full range of machine sizes to 2,000mm diameter
Air bearings on all linear and rotary axes
Solid granite construction provides optimum stability
User-friendly Windows-based software
More than just gear measurement

Koepfer America, LLC
North-American Representative

635 Schneider Drive
South Elgin, IL 60177
847.931.4121 telephone
847.931.4192 fax
www.koepferamerica.com
sales@koepferamerica.com

LH Gear / CMM

Member of AGMA

Visit us at AGMA Gear Expo 2005!
TRUE DIMENSION GEAR INSPECTION™

+/- .001 mm Repeatability

TRUE DIMENSION GEAR INSPECTION™

0-12” OD CAPACITY
0-9” ID CAPACITY
SHAFT CAPABLE
SHOP HARDENED
LOWEST COST IN THE INDUSTRY

Visit us at Gear Expo 2005, Booth #648

Call to use gage for your next machine run off
90 Days at NO CHARGE

UNITED TOOL SUPPLY
851 Ohio Pike • CINCINNATI, OH 45245
TOLL FREE: (800) 755-0516
FAX: (513) 752-5599 • EMAIL: unitedtool1@aol.com

Visit us at Gear Expo 2005, Booth #504

PAULO Provides Innovative Engineered Solutions in Heat Treating, Brazing and Metal Finishing

ISO/TS 16949:2002
Ford HTX
ISO9001:2000
Nadcap
QS-9000
AS9100

Ph: (314) 647-7500  Fax: (314) 647-7518
www.paulo.com  sales@paulo.com
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CUSTOM BEVEL GEAR MANUFACTURING

PER YOUR SPECIFICATIONS AND/OR SAMPLE

PROVIDING INVERSE ENGINEERING TO MAKE A CLONE OF YOUR SAMPLE

SPRIRAL BEVEL GEARS: 66" PD
STRAIGHT BEVEL GEARS: 80" PD
SPURS-HELICALS-SPLINE SHAFTS
GEARBOX REPAIR/REBUILDS

BREAKDOWN SERVICES

4809 U.S. HIGHWAY 45 • SHARON, TN 38255
TOLL FREE: (800)-238-0651 • PHONE: (731)-456-2636 • FAX: (731)-456-3073
EMAIL: inquiry@brgear.com • www.brgear.com
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Looking for an easy, cost-effective way to check gears? Marposs has the solution — the M62 bench gauge system. It’s accurate, flexible and right at home on the shop floor.

**No more dedicated gauges**
The modular M62 system is quickly re-toolable using ordinary hand tools. You’ll save time and the cost of dedicated gauges.

**A single-source for all of your gear inspection needs**
No one has a more complete line of gear checking equipment than Marposs, so every component is guaranteed compatible. Forget mixing and matching.

If you are looking for easier, more accurate gear checking plus optional noise detection, take a look at the Marposs M62 bench gauge system. It’s geared just for you.

**M62 Double Flank Gear Roller**
Manual loading of gear wheels and gear shafts

**Measures:**
- Radial composite deviation
- Radial runout
- Tooth to tooth radial composite deviation
- Tangential composite deviation
- Nicks
- Optional measurements include center distance, bore diameter and perpendicularity of bore to gear face
- Optional noise detection

All functional checks can be displayed on the rugged E9066 industrial PC system which offers a linear graphic display with full SPC functions.

**Gear Masters/Gauges**
- Go-no go gauges
- Thread gauges
- Spline gauges
- Plain masters and master gears

---

Visit us at Gear Expo 2005
Booth #543
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A LOT MORE GOES INTO A CLIFFORD-JACOBS GEAR FORGING THAN METAL.
Because you need a lot more than parts. Like fast estimates. An in-house die shop for rapid turnaround. And extensive part warehousing for maximum inventory control. So the next time you need gear forgings, remember the only partner you need to get the entire package.

CLIFFORD-JACOBS FORGING CO.

**WWW.CLIFFORD-JACOBS.COM**
ISO 9001:2000 CERTIFIED
P.O. BOX 830 CHAMPAIGN, IL 61824-0830
217.352.5172 FAX: 217.352.4629
SALES@CLIFFORD-JACOBS.COM

STOP BY BOOTH 438 AT GEAR EXPO 2005 FOR A CHANCE TO WIN PRIZES AND LEARN MORE ABOUT CLIFFORD-JACOBS.
**Great Taiwan Gear**

- Transmission/Differential Gears for Utility Vehicles
- AGMA 9-12 Gears for In-line Helical Drives
- Mobility Gear Box with Worm/Spiral Bevel Drives
- Low Back Lash Gear Box for Brushless/Stepping/Servo Motors
- High Pressure Pump Gears
- Loose Gearing

GREAT TAIWAN GEAR

108 Collier Lane, Greer, SC 29650
Tel: 1-888-832-2870; Fax: 1-864-609-5268
Visit us online: taiwangear.com
E-mail: greattaiwangear@yahoo.com
gtgusa@charter.net

---

**Visit us at Gear Expo 2005, Booth #549**

**KISSsoft**

Leading calculation software for efficient gear box design

**KISSsoft**

Dimensioning and optimization of gearboxes
- Fast analysis of variants and switched gears
- Automatic documentation

**KISSsoft**

Dimensioning and design optimization of machine elements
- Various unique calculation tools
- Rating according to ISO, ANSI, DIN, AGMA, VDI, FKM

new office opened in USA

KISSsoft, USA, LLC
3719 N. Spring Grove Road
Johnsburg, Illinois 60050

---
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Colonial Tool Group, Inc. has been a leader in the machine tool industry for over 60 years. Our reputation can only be maintained by the manufacturing of all of our products in-house, including a complete heat treat facility. Let us tackle your tooling needs or process problems from our previous experience, balanced with today’s ingenuity.
ninety percent of the savings are from gear more than 1,000 pieces, Greulich says. Providing chamfers on the gear blank, machining operations can be performed depending on job characteristics. Held to tolerances within 0.0003–0.002", flatness and squareness, he adds, can be tooling, Greulich says. The cut-off surface better squareness, flatness and surface finish rotatory saw attachment produces parts with can be reduced or eliminated, because the impact can drive cycle time down and produces very small, dustlike chips, that are strings of sharp metal, the rotary saw process is that it can typically cut faster run as many as 10 saws on a single arbor. Time, Greulich says. But the company has the same arbor. With gear blanking, it's problems for rotary saw cutting, whereas the process can become even more longer tool life and fewer tool changes 25–50% or more, Greulich says. Also, in many cases, secondary machining is wasted. At least 8–10% material cases, bar stock usage can be cut by stock is wasted. At least 8–10% material